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Compared to other types of venues, hotels have unique needs 

• Hotels operate 24/7 – guests and staff are always present 

• Guests expect the hotel to be cleaner than their home, yet do not want to see cleaning in process 

• Cleaning needs are both broad and highly specialized 

 ✓ Broad in that they cover the whole spectrum of customer-facing and back-office facilities and surfaces 

 ✓ Specialized in that hotels often face unique cleaning requirements with little or no background 

  information and expertise 

• Schedules change frequently and with little notice as occupancy and utilization fluctuate 

• Lost room utilization (inventory) is lost revenue 

Hotel service providers must help hoteliers meet these challenges 

▪ Service staff should be professional and understand hospitality needs – they should help make the guest 

 experience as positive as possible 

▪ Equipment should be designed specifically for hotels, meaning portable machines should be used that can be 

 moved easily to the specific area needing cleaning, as opposed to trucks with large hoses dragged through the 

 lobbies and halls that are unsightly and cause accidents 

▪ Service provider should cover all surfaces found in the hotel to avoid multi-vendor headaches; key areas include: 

 carpet, drapery and furniture; tile and grout; and marble and natural stone 

•  Service provider should have deep experience to solve tough problems including smoking, cooking and pet odor 

 treatment; flood and blood clean-up; carpet dyeing; stain and burn repair; and air conditioner, mattress and 

 chandelier cleaning 
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The Hotel Challenge 



Many Needs 

CARPETS DRAPERY PET ROOMS SMOKING ROOMS 

PTAC UNITS TILE & GROUT UPHOLSTERY BURNS & STAINS 

NATURAL STONE 

COOKING ODORS 
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Hotel Challenge: 

Cleaning within the hospitality industry requires expertise in many different types of services, including 

specialty work 



Stain Removal 
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Hotel Challenge: 

Carpet and fabric stains impact customer perceptions dramatically and contribute to the impression of 

tired interiors. Appropriate cleaning and restoration can often achieve near perfect results – replacement 

should be a last resort 

                   Before              After 

Similar success is obtainable on many other types of stains 

including rust, iron, bleach, red wine, coffee and fruit punch 



Tile & Grout 
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Hotel Challenge: 

Tile and grout is highly visible to guests, impacting impressions of cleanliness. Chemicals and processes 

do exist to deal with a variety of hard surfaces, including pool decks exposed to chlorine and other 

elements 
                                 

         Before               After 

While one of the most challenging surfaces to clean, darkened grout can almost always be restored to its 

natural light color 



Pet Room Clean-up 
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Hotel Challenge: 

With the growing popularity of pets accompanying their owners there is an increased need for pet room 

treatment. Without properly identifying the underlying cause before cleaning the room the odor will 

reemerge 

Know-how and the right tools are key components to succeed 



Stonecare 
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Hotel Challenge: 

First impressions often are formed in high-traffic stone-rich areas. Proper stonecare, encompassing both 

restorative and maintenance components, is essential 

Polishing maintains an impressive appearance while stains and scratches require more intensive 

restoration 



Emergency Services 
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Hotel Challenge: 

Flooding caused by a sprinkler head rupture, pipe burst or toilet overflow is a constant risk and can lead 

to significant downtime and costs 

Other emergency services within hotels include bodily fluid clean-up and small fire restoration 

Priority actions in case of flooding: 

•  Vacuum as much standing water as possible 

•  Turn the heat on high in any rooms affected 

   by the water damage 

•  Deploy Low Grain Refrigerant (LGR) 

   dehumidifiers 

Keys to restoring the asset: 

•  Priority actions 

•  Penetrating and non-penetrating moisture 

   detection 

•  Access to appropriate expertise, tools and 

   equipment 

•  Prompt decision making and action 



Hotels can improve the bottom line by: 

 

• Increasing Asset Longevity: Carpet manufacturers claim that deep cleaning makes carpets last 

 longer – for every $1 spent per year on professional cleaning, capital expenditures of $25 can be 

 deferred 

 

• Raising Customer Satisfaction: Studies show that due to more favorable customer reviews even 

 a small improvement in hotel cleanliness leads to increased occupancy and room rates, resulting 

 in significantly higher profit 

 

• Gaining Greater Efficiency: Professional service providers typically outproduce in-house staff 

 and other cleaning companies by at least 3 to 1, allowing the hotel to benefit from selling clean 

 rooms more quickly and enabling the in-house team to focus elsewhere 
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Improve Profit 
Meet the Challenge: 



Partner for quality, responsiveness and knowledge, looking specifically for: 

 

• Locally Focused with Deep Expertise: A company with a long history of specializing in hotel 

 deep cleaning can handle the situation – and often even anticipate needs 

 

• Quality Reputation and Track Record: Partner with a team that knows how to handle the needs

 of its customers, provides top results and service and truly views its customers as long-term 

 relationships 

 

• Advanced Systems: Proprietary equipment and chemicals designed exclusively for hotels, highly 

 trained workers and well-tested cleaning processes are a must 

 

• High Responsiveness: In addition to handling scheduled maintenance requirements, vendors 

 must  be available to address short-notice, emergency needs and accommodate changing hotel 

 schedules 

 

• “One Stop Shop”: The ability to make one phone call to a familiar and trusted company that can 

 address almost any concern saves management from needing to oversee multiple vendors – 

 allowing them to focus on running their hotel and servicing their guests 
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Pick the Right Partner 
Meet the Challenge: 



Renue Overview 
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Renue Overview 
Renue Systems is a rapidly growing emerging franchisor 

•  Privately owned franchise structure with 27 offices across North America and overseas 

 ✓ 21 franchisees including 3 with two territories and 3 company owned 

 ✓ U.S., Canada, UAE and Qatar 

• Chicago-based company founded in 1991 by a 21 year-old to clean carpets of homes and restaurants 

• New ownership and management as of 2010 accelerated growth and franchisee profitability 
 
Renue Systems specializes in comprehensive deep, restorative cleaning services for the hospitality industry 

• Address almost all interior soft and hard surface needs 

 ✓ Core services include carpets, drapes, upholstery, tile and grout, and marble/natural stone 

 ✓ Capabilities also encompass specialized services such as flood clean-up, stain and burn repair,  

  smoking and pet room cleaning, cooking odor treatment, air conditioner and chandelier cleaning,  

  pavement pressure washing, bathtub restoration and mattress removal and recycling 

• Proprietary lines of cleaning chemicals (including standard and green), equipment and processes 

• Reputation of quality, customer-focused partner and valuable expert established over 23-year history 
 
As a multi-country preferred vendor of Avendra (Marriott, Hyatt, Fairmont, ClubCorp, Trump and Loews), Hilton, 

Best Western and Wyndham, Renue Systems is the leading provider of deep cleaning services to hotels 

• Other customers include Starwood, Four Seasons, InterContinental, Omni, Accor, Choice, 

    Carlson and many boutiques and independents 

• Preferred vendor status with most of the ten largest flags 

• Serviced 3,000 hotels and cleaned 500,000 guestrooms and 80,000,000 sq ft (8,000,000 sq m) of carpet 
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Customers 
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http://www.radisson.com/
http://doubletree1.hilton.com/en_US/dt/index.do
http://www.prima-hotels-israel.com/
http://www.prima-hotels-israel.com/
http://www.ichotelsgroup.com/crowneplaza/hotels/us/en/reservation
http://imagelibrary.jumeirah.com/imagelibrary/Public/ViewImage.asp?image_id=1715


Testimonials 
“I just want to thank you for your services. Your team was so easy to work with and went above and 

beyond. I added two other areas that needed some attention and they were more than happy to take care 

of it for me. This is the kind of service that we preach here at the Marriott - go above and beyond and 

your team had done that for me. Thanks so much! I look forward to using you in the future.  Again thank 

you for the excellent service.” 
- Marriott 

“I cannot thank you enough for all your assistance to make the hotel look pristine! We received many 

great comments about how clean the hotel felt by the [Ritz-Carlton] Corporate Team! You are a great 

partner that I value every day! Thank you and I look forward to continuing a great partnership!” 
- Ritz-Carlton 

“Thank you for the exceptional focus, execution, and communication preparing for this event. Your team 

executed…on time and at the standard that we are looking to deliver to our guests. Your personal presence 

and time spent supporting us while responding and adjusting at a moment’s notice to our needs, shows 

your dedication to both your business and ours. This is what sets Renue Systems apart from your 

competition! Your partnership continues to grow progressively and positively; we look forward to a 

continued mutually productive relationship! Great job!” 
- Loews 

“Thanks for all your help with our audit work. The hotel has never received a 100% before.” 
- Marriott 
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Testimonials 
“A brief note to thank you again for all of the hard work your team displayed in helping us get ready for 

Marriott’s Annual Quality Assurance Audit and for the daily partnership between our two organizations. As a 

result of the hard work your team displays each and every day in ensuring that we adhere to Marriott’s MRT 

schedule, all of our hard work paid off. I am happy to report the following: 

 Total Hotel Cleanliness Score:   98%                  Cleanliness of Guest Rooms:   100% 

Thank you so much. I know we could not have achieved these results without all of your hard work 

and dedication!” 
- J.W. Marriott 

“I am pleased to state that Renue Systems provided us with their services to our great satisfaction. They 

cleaned ballroom carpets that we thought were unsalvageable and cleaned hallway carpet that are 

near the end of their useful life and in both instances we were able to continue with the use of the carpets.” 
- Ramada 

“I would like to take this moment to thank you for the great job your staff did with my guest bathroom floors. 

I was really pleased with the process and the little time you were here cleaning the floors. There was no 

interference with my guests and I did not receive any complaints from my guests. Whatever chemicals you 

used really brighten up my floors. I will definitely use you for future projects. Thank you.” 
-Sleep Inn 

“I just want to mention how impressed I was with your guys’ service this morning.  Not only did they do a 

great job (as always) with the carpets, but when it was really busy in our lobby, they even jumped in and 

helped one of our departing guests with their luggage, without being asked—just terrific!  That was 

completely unexpected and very much appreciated.” 
- Residence Inn 
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Training / R&D 

We also require all our 

technicians to be trained to our 

high standards. Training is 

performed at our home office, at 

our franchisees’ locations and on 

customer premises to allow for 

real-world practice 

Renue Systems conducts 

extensive research on the latest 

equipment and chemicals for 

usage specifically in the 

hospitality environment. We 

utilize our own lines of equipment 

and chemicals, including our 

proprietary green collection 



Locations 

Future Locations 

• UAE, Qatar and Paris openings expected Q3-15 

• Remaining major domestic cities 

• W. Europe and Asia (selective locations) 

• Canada (additional offices) and Latin America 
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Current Locations 

   = Service area 

   = Franchisee-owned 

   = Home office (company-owned) 

   = Other company-owned 



Franchising 
Renue Systems is actively seeking franchisee partners both in the U.S. and increasingly overseas: 
 

Geography  

• U.S.: Austin, Boston, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Detroit, Hawaii, Jacksonville (FL), 

 Knoxville, Las Vegas, Louisville, Maui, Memphis, Minneapolis, Nashville, Newport News, Oahu, 

 Omaha, Pensacola, Phoenix (2), Pittsburgh, Portland (OR), Raleigh, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San 

 Francisco (2), Tampa Bay and Tucson 

 Growth Potential: Available territories double our local U.S. footprint 

• International: Selectively in Australia, Asia, Canada (Montreal, Vancouver), Latin America, Middle 

 East, Western Europe; country/regional opportunities available 

 Recent Win: In late 2014 Renue Systems signed its first two international franchisees and in 

mid-2015 reached agreement for Paris, increasing the appeal to additional overseas candidates 

• Characteristics: large number of hotel rooms; high-end requirements; large and dense population; 

 high labor costs 
 
Qualifications 

• Background: Cleaning and hospitality experience not necessary – we train and support teams with 

 varied backgrounds 

 Operator: Non-owner operated franchisees are accepted if there is a capable manager 

• Skill Set: Marketing, proactive individual(s)/company that can manage a small blue collar team, likes 

 to interact with people and spends most of their time working with us on sales and business building 

• Screening: We recently introduced a profiling tool to benchmark prospects against our  best 

 performing franchisees  17 



Franchising 
Renue Systems is very focused on adding to our team high quality franchisees that fit well with our culture: 

 

Support 

• Financial: We proudly offer a 10% discount off the territory purchase price for veterans; we can also 

 provide partial in-house financing 

• Training: In addition to initial technical and marketing support, Renue Systems is committed to 

 closely working with its franchisee owner partners on an ongoing basis in many aspects to help build 

 successful operations 

 Recent Example: We hired a business coach for our franchisees 

• Other: Renue Systems has bought back some of the territories and equipment of exiting/troubled 

 franchisees; we also remarket franchisees looking to resell and successfully arranged for the sale of 

 our most recent resale  

 
Economics 

• Start-up Cost: Per our FDD, U.S. territory price is $69,500 with other start-up costs up to $75,000; 

 international costs vary 

• Low Overhead: Home/small office based with a small initial team of workers 

• Royalty: 10% in the U.S; this fee includes marketing and customer rebate expenses 

18 



Recent Events 
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Under new ownership and management beginning in 2010 Renue Systems has made significant progress: 
 
• Obtained record revenue (based on systemwide sales) last four of five years 

 ✓ Double digit annual growth last four of five years 

 ✓ Growth drivers include both new offices and same store sales increases 

• Emphasized build-out and optimization of franchisee network 

 ✓ Increased office count, resale and refranchise activity and number of company-owned stores 

 ✓ Opened office in Canada (our 2nd country) to capitalize on customer relationships and create a 

  broader North American presence 

 ✓ Signed agreements to open first two franchises in the Middle East (our 3rd and 4th nations) 

• Strengthened our position within the hospitality industry 

 ✓ Entered into endorsed vendor partnerships with Hilton Worldwide, Best Western International 

  and Wyndham Worldwide, creating large opportunities with new customers 

 ✓ Renewed and strengthened preferred vendor agreement with Marriott, Hyatt and Fairmont 

• Increased our capabilities and broadened our service offerings 

 ✓ Launched high revenue stonecare business and six other new services 

 ✓ Introduced proprietary equipment and reformulated our chemicals 

• Won a number of attractive new customers 

• Bolstered sales and marketing capabilities and franchisee support 

 ✓ More than doubled home office staff 



Growth Initiatives 
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1.  Support Existing Franchises – Bolstering marketing, business building and training programs

 results in increased sales 

2. Strengthen Partnerships with Existing Customers – Through greater customer interaction we 

 continue to deepen relationships and create new revenue opportunities 

3.  Target New Hotels – While we maintain a leadership position, some untapped customers exist 

4. Grow Geographically – While more than 90% of our customers are located within a short driving 

 distance from our offices, we intend to establish more domestic locations and selectively broaden 

 our presence internationally, making us more attractive to our large global customers 

5.  Broaden the Services Provided – Continue to introduce additional ancillary services where  we 

 possess the capability 

6.  Reinforce Our Image – By providing customer education opportunities, we reinforce our 

 reputation as top solution provider: the #1 industry expert that can address all needs 

7.  Expand into New Customer Segments – Leverage our hotel expertise into selective commercial 

 venues and high-end residences 

8.  Launch Additional Franchise Concepts – We recently began a 2nd specialized  cleaning service, 

 a possible future franchise concept; others are planned 

9.  Continue our Green Initiative – Renue Systems is committed to being a leader in practices that 

 are friendly to the environment, employees and customers 



Green Initiative 
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1. Chemicals – We offer a complete line of cleaning chemicals that are certified under the 

 U.S. EPA’s Designed for the Environment (DfE) program, one of two nationally-recognized 

          certifications 

2. Company Certification – Senior management obtained certification with Green Advantage 

          (www.greenadvantage.org), the U.S.’s longest-standing green certification for builders and 

          building-related practitioners 

3. Logo Design – Our redesigned logo’s colors remind our customers, the community and us of the

 importance of sustainability 

4. Internal Practices – Renue Systems has implemented a number of environmentally-friendly  

          programs to Recycle, Reuse and Reduce. Some examples of the 3R’s include reconfiguring our 

          chemical container sizes and minimizing paper-based administrative processes 

5. Support Leading Organizations – We are members of Carpet America Recovery Effort (CARE: 

www.carpetrecovery.org), a joint industry-government effort to increase the amount of recycling and 

          reuse of post-consumer carpet and reduce the amount of waste carpet going to landfills, and the 

          U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC: www.usgbc.org), a non-profit community of leaders working 

          to make green buildings available to everyone within a generation 

6. Recycling Efforts – We have partnered with a company to enable us to recycle and/or refurbish 

 mattresses and box springs when we help our customers replace them 

 

http://www.greenadvantage.org/
http://www.carpetrecovery.org/
http://www.usgbc.org/


Fun Facts 
We have encountered a number of interesting situations and worked in some august venues over our 24-

year history. Renue Systems… 

 

•  Cleans the premises of the #1 large city hotel in North America, as ranked by Travel + Leisure 

 magazine 

• Prepared the main ballroom in preparation for an off-site taping of the longest running game show in 

 history 

• Has serviced an estimated 6% of all hotels and 10% of all guestrooms in the U.S. in 42 states 

• Helps keep clean the highest grossing revenue property in the Marriott family, the three largest 

 Hyatt hotels and the largest two hotels (by sales) in Canada 

•  Maintains the marble flooring of the most well-known cathedral in North America 

• Serviced what Condé Nast magazine readers consider the "Best Overall Hotel in Mexico“ 

• Improves the appearance of what Travel + Leisure magazine rates as the #1 hotel spa in the world 

• Addressed the post-concert clean-up of such musicians as Willie Nelson and Axl Rose 

•  Found in a guestroom a gold bar – which we promptly turned into hotel management 

•  Has cleaned 500,000 hotel rooms and nearly 80 million square feet of common space – the 

 equivalent of 1,600 American football fields or 12 Pentagons (the largest office building in the world) 

• Picked up after the visitation of more animals than found in the largest zoo 

•  Claims as a customer the oldest running hotel in North America 
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Renue Team 

David Grossman 

CEO  

David.Grossman@renuesystems.com 

(917) 328-6661 

Marty Jollette 

Founder, COO and Head of Training 

mj@renuesystems.com 

(630) 880-6223  

Kim Merrill 

Office Manager 

contact@renuesystems.com 

(630) 691-0800 

Christina Olsen 

Marketing Manager 

tm1@renuesystems.com 

(630) 691-0800 

 

Newsletter Subscription 

Send email address to editor@renuesystems.com  
(630) 691-0800 

www.renuesystems.com 

contact@renuesystems.com 

Renue Systems, Inc. 

1102 N. Main St. 

Lombard, IL  60148 

USA 
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